Soria et al. have successfully identified six clinically useful and novel subgroups in the Nottingham Tenovus Breast Cancer dataset. However, the methodology used is semi-manual and no single clustering can automatically classify the dataset so far. In this work, two variations of semisupervised Fuzzy c-means (ssFCM) algorithms are explored to classify the Nottingham Tenovus Breast Cancer dataset into the same six subgroups. Three experiments were conducted using the two ssFCM algorithms and the results are evaluated by using inter-rater agreement measures. The ssFCM algorithms identified the six classes of breast cancer but, is in low agreement with Soria's classification. This, together with high agreement using two clustering algorithms, suggest that the problem lie in the way we use ssFCM rather than in model correctness. Despite this, we consider the ssFCM results promising and note that work for further investigation in ssFCM is required.
Introduction
have successfully identified six clinically useful and novel subgroups, while maintaining the three main clinical groups, Luminal, Basal and HER2 in the Nottingham Tenovus Breast Cancer (NTBC) dataset. They classified 663 out of 1076 patients into these six subgroups, with the remaining 413 are still unlabelled. However, the methodology used is semi-manual as solutions of several clustering techniques and manually-generated rules with clinicians' experience and knowledge are used to reach a consensus, where six classes are derived. No one clustering technique was able to find the same six subgroups. A fully automated method (post initialisation) for identifying these subgroups or classes is needed.
As no unsupervised clustering technique has been found so far to do this, the aim of this work is to apply semi-supervised Fuzzy c-means (ssFCM) as an automatic method for classifying the dataset using the class labels derived by Soria et al., preserving the main clinical groups and ideally identifying the same six subgroups. By automatically reproducing these same subgroups, we hope this study will also serve as an assessment of classification by Soria et al. ( we shall refer as Soria's classification for short) in terms of the stability of these subgroups. In the future, we hope to develop this approach to classify the remaining 413 patients and use classification from the dataset to conduct prognosis. For now, our objective is to investigate the performance, and thus, the suitability of ssFCM in classifying this dataset. More specifically, we wish to automatically reproduce Soria's classification (of the 663 patients) using one clustering technique. As this is a preliminary study using ssFCM to perform classification on NTBC dataset, we conduct three exploratory experiments to classify the dataset (described in Section 4) and compare results with those obtained from unsupervised techniques K-means, Hierarchical Clustering, Model-based Clustering via Bayesian Information Criterion and Fuzzy c-means. To evaluate the classification results, we use inter-rater agreement measures to gauge how well the results agree with Soria's classification. In this work, we do not conduct cluster validity measures to determine the ideal cluster number as this has been done by Soria et al. (2008) .
As there are many existing semi-supervised clustering algorithms, some of which described in (Grira et al. 2005) , it is not feasible to experiment with all of them. Instead, we focus on ssFCM. ssFCM, like all semi-supervised clustering algorithms, uses some labelled data patterns to guide the identification of similar data patterns. This can be very valuable when some cases can be labelled but, labelled data patterns are time-consuming and labour-intensive to collect. By using semi-supervised clustering for classification, class labels can be automatically assigned whereas with unsupervised clustering, clusters have to be manually assigned class labels. This allows us to achieve an automatic technique for classification. In this work, using a semi-supervised approach allows us not only to classify unlabelled data patterns using some or limited labelled data, it also allows us to assess whether ssFCM can reproduce the classes already found. Previously, Soria et al. (2008) and Soria et al. (2010) reported that FCM performed poorly on the NTBC dataset (results unpublished). It would be interesting to compare FCM with ssFCM to see if using some labelled data would make a difference. The ssFCM algorithm involves updating membership values, a feature of Fuzzy c-means (FCM), using information from available labelled data patterns in the dataset. The membership values indicate the degree of belongingness of data patterns to groups and thus, determine which groups data patterns are assigned to. They allow data patterns to belong to more than one group, which gives a more realistic representation of the dataset than a binary approach. This behaviour of "fuzziness" in ssFCM is very applicable to this problem. The remaining 413 patients are unclassified by Soria et al. (2010) because they belong to mixed groups from different clustering solutions. We hope that the "fuzziness" in ssFCM can produce a model that can better represent the data, which can in turn help with accurate classification of 413 patients and future patients.
Furthermore, ssFCM have been successfully used to perform classification tasks in many areas. To name a few, Bensaid et al. (1996) applied it in image segmentation, Stutz & Runkler (2002) classified and predicted road traffic and Tari et al. (2009) grouped functionally related genes with prior knowledge from Gene Ontology annotations. ssFCM have also been shown to produce good classification results in popular benchmark datasets from the UCI repository, Iris, Wine and Wisconsin Original or Diagnostic Breast Cancer (Pedrycz & Waletzky 1997 , Lai & Garibaldi 2011 , Yin et al. 2012 ). There are several existing advanced ssFCM using pairwise-constraints by Grira et al. (2005) and kernel methods by Zhang & Lu (2009) , which are improved versions of the ssFCM by Pedrycz & Waletzky (1997) . We choose to use ssFCMs by Pedrycz & Waletzky (1997) and Li et al. (2008) because they are simple to implement and have been shown to produce good results. Also, our rationale is that if they perform well, the advanced ssFCMs would perform well too.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 3.1 reviews the ssFCM algorithms. In Section 4, we describe the experimental design in detail. Methods for initialising membership and evaluation are explained in Section 5. The experimental results are reported in Section 6. Detailed analysis of the results are discussed in Section 7. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
Data
The NTBC dataset contains immunohistochemical data of 1076 patients with primary operable (stages I, II and III) invasive breast cancer between 1986 and 1998. The data is in the form of modified histochemical score (H-score) based on immunohistochemical reactivity of 25 proteins, determined using microscopical analysis. The H-score is calculated based on a semiquantitative assessment of both intensity of staining and percentage of positive cells at each intensity. The intensity of staining is quantified as score 0 to 3 correspond to negative, weak, moderate and strong positivity. The H-score ranges between 0 and 300, based on the formula below:
H-score = (1 × % of cells with intensity 1) + (2 × % of cells with intensity 2) + (3 × % of cells with intensity 3)
The 25 protein biomarkers used in this study are the same ones listed in Soria et al. (2010) and are shown in Table 1 . These biomarkers are the features of the dataset. Thus, the dimensionality of the dataset is 25. The dataset also contains tumour information such as histologic grade, histologic tumour type, vascular invasion, tumour size and lymph node stage, Nottingham Prognostic Index(NPI) and patient information such as age, menopausal status and survival status. In this work, we classify using only immunohistochemical data of the 25 protein biomarkers.
Out of 1076 patients, 663 patients are labelled. The labels are semi-manually found by Soria et al. (2010) . Based on manually-generated rules and clinicians' expertise, solutions from different clustering solutions are combined to generate agreeing labels for 663 patients. In this study, we use ssFCM on the 663 labelled patients because we currently do not have labels for the 413 patients. The distribution of the 663 patients in their respective classes are found in Table 2 .
3 Algorithms 3.1 Semi-supervised Fuzzy c-means objective function to include supervised learning represented as the second term as follows:
where f ik is the membership value of labelled data pattern κ in cluster i, b k is a boolean vector indicating if a pattern is labelled, c is the number of clusters, N the number of data patterns in the dataset, u ik is the membership value of data pattern κ in cluster i and p is the fuzzifier parameter which is commonly 2. Note that the F matrix containing f ik never gets updated. The algorithm involves iteratively calculating the cluster centres and the partition matrix to minimise the objective function until a termination criterion is satisfied. The algorithm by Li et al. (2008) (we refer as Li08 for short) is summarised as follows:
2. Calculate cluster centres V with U using equation:
3. Update partition matrix, U using equation :
Else, go to step 2.
In the Pedrycz and Waletzky's algorithm (Pedrycz97 for short), both labelled and unlabelled data patterns are involved in the calculation of cluster centres and the labelled data undergo both supervised and unsupervised learning. Li et al. (2008) identified redundancy in having the labelled data undergo the two types of training. So in Li08, only labelled data patterns (with membership u (l) ik ) are involved in cluster centre calculation and labelled data patterns undergo supervised learning only while unlabelled ones undergo unsupervised learning.
Clustering algorithms
Four clustering algorithms; K-means, Model-based clustering via Bayesian information criterion, Hierarchical clustering and Fuzzy c-means were used in this investigation. They are briefly reviewed as follows:
K-means
The K-means (KM) (MacQueen 1967) partitions N data patterns into κ clusters according to the closeness of data pattern x j to cluster centre v i , which is the mean of a cluster. The aim of KM is to minimize the intra-cluster squared distances given below:
where N i is the number of data patterns belonging to cluster i and ||x j − v i || is the Euclidean distance between data pattern x j to cluster centre v i .
Model-based clustering via Bayesian information criterion
Fraley & Raftery (2007) implemented a model-based clustering (MCBIC) which uses maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate from a Bayesian analysis to estimate model parameters, instead of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) in the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm and a modified BIC for model selection. MAP is used to avoid the failure of the EM algorithm in the presence of singularities or degeneracies. The mixture model with density for generating data y = (y 1 , ..., y n ) in model-based clustering is defined as:
where f k (y i |θ k ) is a probability distribution with parameters θ k , τ k is the probability of belonging to the kth component,θ k = (µ k , Σ k ), µ k are the means and Σ k the covariances of f k . These parameters of the model are estimated using MLE in the EM algorithm.
To eliminate EM failure due to singularity, Fraley & Raftery (2007) proposed a prior distribution on the parameters while maintaining stability on results obtainable without a prior. The Bayesian predictive density for the data is in the form:
where L is the mixture likelihood:
and P is a prior distribution on the parameters τ k ,µ k , σ k and θ. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) by Schwarz (1978) allows selection of a fitted model from a finite set of models using maximum likelihood. It is defined by Fraley & Raftery (2007) as:
where L max is the maximum likelihood of the estimated model, κ the number of parameters in the model and N the number of data patterns used in the estimation. Fraley & Raftery (2007) modified the BIC by replacing the first term in Equation 6, 2logL max by twice the log-likelihood evaluated using MAP. We advise the interested reader to refer to (Fraley & Raftery 2007) for an indepth treatment on this clustering algorithm.
Hierarchical clustering
Based on the similarity of data patterns, hierarchical clustering (HC) iteratively merges clusters, forming a hierarchy of clusters known as a dendrogram. The similarity of data patterns is determined using a distance metric (such as Manhattan, Euclidean, Mahalanobis and so on) and a linkage criterion of data patterns. This type of hierarchical clustering is called agglomerative hierarchical clustering and takes a bottom-up approach with each data pattern initially in one cluster. Divisive hierarchical clustering takes a top-down approach and split clusters instead.
Fuzzy c-means
Fuzzy c-means (FCM) (Bezdek 1973) uses membership values to indicate belongingness of data patterns to several clusters and partitions N data patterns into c clusters based on their membership values U and distances to cluster centre v i . The objective function of FCM is:
where u ij is the membership value of data pattern j in cluster i and m is the fuzzy parameter such that 1 < m < ∞ but, it is commonly set to 2.
4 Experimental Design Figure 1 shows the main steps carried out in the three experiments using different approaches of initialising the ssFCM algorithms. Experiment A allows us to investigate if ssFCM can classify the NTBC dataset. Experiment B and C allows us to investigate if Soria's classification is wrong by not using it for supervision, but use cluster labels from combination of clustering algorithms instead and to compare if ssFCM results in these two experiments will vary greatly from Experiment A. If the results between the experiments do not vary greatly and are moderately good (κ > 0.6), we can deduce that the problem lies in ssFCM, rather than Soria's classification, since two different supervision is used. If poor results are obtained in Experiment A but good results are found in Experiments B and C, this means that there is a problem using Soria's classification for supervision. Poorer results (κ < 0.3) in Experiment A than in Experiments B and C will indicate mistakes in Soria's classification.
Experiment A: Using classification by Soria et al.
Figure 1(a) displays how this experiment is conducted. Membership initialisation of the supervision matrix F and partition matrix U 0 is based on Soria's classification, as explained in Section 5.1. The experiment is repeated with 100 different F and U 0 across varying amounts of labelled data, 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of the 663 classified data patterns. Table 2 shows the number of data patterns assigned to their respective classes by Soria et al. There are many more data patterns assigned to classes 1 and 2. To ensure that there is enough data patterns to provide sufficient structural information about the classes and prevent domination from classes 1 and 2, a condition is set such that an equal number of data patterns is randomly selected from each class until all data patterns from each of these classes are selected. 
Experiment B: Using consensus clustering results
The main steps of Experiment B is shown in Figure 1 (b) and these steps are broken down into the following:
1. Run the four clustering algorithms on the 663 classified data patterns.
2. Use visual inspection to manually assign cluster labels to the clustering solutions from the different algorithms so that they match.
3. Count the number of data patterns that share matching cluster labels between clustering solutions, choose the combination of clustering solutions that give the highest number of matches and randomly select labelled data patterns from this combined solution.
4. Perform membership initialisation on U 0 and F using these randomly selected data patterns.
5. Run ssFCM using initialisation from (4). 
Matching different clustering solutions
A graphical representation of the dataset is prepared using principal component analysis (PCA). The first two principal components (with the highest variances in the dataset) are plotted on a graph, representing data patterns in the dataset. Note that PCA is used purely for graphical representation of the dataset and no feature reduction has been performed. The clustering solutions from KM, MCBIC, Hierarchical clustering and FCM have data patterns assigned to different clusters, indicated by the different point types or colours on the graphs. By visual inspection of these graphs, we manually label the clusters such that they match according to locations. This allows us to conduct meaningful comparisons and consolidate a single most agreeable solution from the results of different clustering algorithms. Figure 2 shows different clustering solutions from KM and FCM. For instance, data patterns assigned to cluster 4 from FCM is relabelled cluster 5 to match solutions from KM, cluster 6 to cluster 3, cluster 5 to cluster 4 and so forth.
Calculation of the number of data patterns with same cluster labels and selection of labelled data
The number of data patterns assigned to the same clusters using different algorithms is calculated. Table 3 shows the number of data patterns that share the same cluster labels by comparing solutions of different combinations of clustering algorithms. One example of a combination is KM+MCBIC (see table) where clustering solutions by KM and MCBIC are compared and data patterns with matching cluster labels are counted. It was found from the table that the clustering result from KM and MCBIC yield the highest number (574) of data patterns with the same cluster labels. The data patterns with the same cluster labels from KM and MCBIC form a set of labelled data to be selected from.
Experiment C: Using initialisation techniques
The third experiment is slightly modified from the second (see Figure 1 (b) and 1(c)). While the F matrix is initialised using consensus results described earlier in the second experiment, the cluster centres, however, are initialised using various existing initialisation techniques. We hope these initialisation techniques will give the algorithm a better start, which may yield better results than those from second experiment. The labelled data patterns used in this experiment are the selected 574 data patterns, described in Section 4.2.2. The initialisation techniques used are:
K-means and Fuzzy c-means
These techniques have been briefly explained in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.4. We ran KM and FCM 20 times and picked the solutions that are closest to Soria's classification. The cluster centres from these solutions are selected.
Bradley and Fayyad's refinement technique
Bradley & Fayyad (1998) proposed a refinement (RE) algorithm which initially chooses J random sub-samples of data, which are clustered using KM. These clustering solutions, CM i , i = 1, ..., J are then combined to form set CM . CM is re-clustered with CM i as initial state, yielding solution F M i . The F M i that has the least distortion over CM is chosen as the refined initial point. Distortion is defined as the sum of squared distances of each data pattern in F M i to its nearest mean. This technique picks the best clustering solution from random sub-samples where noisy data is least present.
Simple cluster seeking initialisation
The simple cluster seeking (SCS) technique Tou & Gonzales (1974) is summarised as follows:
1. The first pattern is initialised as the first prototype, i.e v 1 = x 1 .
2. For k = 2, ..., N , x k is the next cluster centre if ||x k −v i || > ρ for all existing prototypes, where ρ is a threshold. When c prototype are initialised, stop. Else, decrease the value of ρ and repeat the steps.
Katsavounidis et al. initialisation
The KKZ technique Katsavounidis et al. (1994) takes on the following steps as described in Al-Daoud & Roberts (1996):
1. Initialise the first prototype with data pattern that has the maximum norm, v 1 = argmax||x k ||.
2. Initialise the second prototype with the data pattern furthest from v 1 .
3. Compute the minimum distances between the remaining points with all initialised prototypes. The data pattern with the largest value of these minimum distances are chosen as the next prototype.
4. Repeat step 3 until all prototypes are found.
Chiu's subtractive clustering
Subtractive clustering (SUB) Chiu (1994) estimates the number and location of prototypes by specifying its neighbourhood size r. Based on the number of data patterns within a neighbourhood, a potential value is defined as:
where α = 4 r 2 a . The pattern with the highest potential is assigned the first prototype. To calculate the potential of patterns for selection of prototypes for other clusters, Equation 7 is then revised to:
k is the latest obtained prototype and P * k its potential. The positive constants r a and r b are radius defining their respective neighbourhood sizes. The author recommends that r b =1.25r a .
Experimental set-up

Membership initialisation
Labelled data patterns are randomly selected. In the first experiment, if a selected data pattern is labelled class 2 by Soria et al., the membership value of this data pattern in class 2 is arbitrarily assigned 0.9. This means that the membership value is based on Soria's classification. The high membership value of 0.9 will indicate higher possibility of belonging to the class. The membership value of the data pattern in the remaining classes will be assigned (1-0.9)/(6-1)=0.02, which signify a low degree of belongingness into the remaining classes. Data patterns with no classes assigned to them are regarded as unlabelled data patterns and would have a equal membership value of 1/c ≈ 0.1667 in all of the six classes to indicate that they have equal possibility of belonging to all the classes. In the same way for the second and third experiments, labelled data patterns are selected out of the 574 data patterns found to be assigned to the same clusters by both KM and MCBIC. The same membership assignment to labelled and unlabelled data are applied. As examples, Table 4 shows the membership values of three data patterns in the six clusters of the dataset. Pattern 4 is an unlabelled data pattern while pattern 5 has the highest membership value in cluster 6 while pattern 6 in cluster 1.
In Pedrycz97, their supervision matrix is generated from the product of F matrix and b k where F contains the assigned memberships of all the data patterns based on their labels and b k indicates which data pattern is labelled. In our case, we generated the supervision matrix prior to the clustering process. Our F = U 0 contain memberships of both labelled and unlabelled data and b k = 1 for all k (in Equation 2). Random membership values could have been assigned to U 0 but, we prefer to use either F or initialisation techniques to initialise U 0 to give a better start to the clustering algorithm.
Implementations
The ssFCM algorithms and all initialisation techniques are implemented in R except for SUB. We used the subclust function provided by MATLAB's Logic Toolbox to implement SUB. All clustering algorithms are implemented using R functions. For MCBIC, we used the mclustBIC and mclustModel R functions from the mclust library to generate models and determine the best model respectively. For HC, we used the hclust function in R with complete linkage to produce the dendrogram. Using the rect.hclust R function, we cut the dendrogram where it outputs 6 clusters. For FCM, cmeans from the e1071 library is used and for KM, we used the kmeans R function, both specifying the number of clusters to be six.
Classification for clustering results
To produce classifications from the clustering results in Experiment B and C, we use graphical representations (as those explained in Section 4.2.1) of the clustering results and class assignments based on classification (see Figures 3(a)  and 3(b) ) and compare them. The clusters are then manually assigned classes accordingly, for example, cluster 2 is assigned class 1 from the figure. In Experiment A, cluster 1 is regarded as class 1, cluster 2 as class 2 and so forth because the membership values are based on Soria's classification.
Evaluation
Three different measures are used to evaluate the performance of the ssFCM algorithm. They are classification rate, Normalised Mutual Information and Cohen's Kappa Index. They are briefly explained as follows: The Classification Rate (CR) simply calculates the number of matching classification between those obtained from our experiments with Soria's classification over the total number of data patterns.
Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) Strehl & Ghosh (2003) calculates the comparison of clusterings in terms of label matching and distribution and normalises this calculation. The NMI equation is as follows:
I(X; Y ) denotes Mutual Information between variables X and Y and H(X) and H(Y ) denote the entropy of variables X and Y respectively. I(X; Y ) is computed as follows:
where H(X|Y ) and H(Y |X) are conditional entropies and H(X,Y) is joint entropy. NMI values close to zero denote poor classification while a near 1 value indicates otherwise. Here, we treat our classification and Soria's classification as the variables X and Y respectively. We follow the calculations for NMI as described by Manning et al. (2008) . The Cohen's Kappa (κ) Index Cohen (1960) is given by:
where p o is the ratio of agreements between the two sources and p e is the ratio of chances of agreement. In our case, p e is calculated as the sum of product of the probabilities of each class from our classification and the probabilities of the same class from Soria's classification, for all classes. Classification rate tends to give a more optimistic view than Kappa Index and NMI because it only takes into account of agreements and completely disregards disagreements. Kappa Index and NMI take into account of agreements and disagreements with some sort of penalty for disagreements. In NMI, H(X|Y ) and H(Y |X) represent the disagreements. In Kappa, the disagreements are taken into account of in the probability of random agreement, p e .
Results
The results are presented in the form: mean±standard deviation. The mean and standard deviation take into account the results obtained from classification with 100 different sets of labelled data. Comparisons between results by unsupervised clustering algorithms HC, MCBIC, KM and FCM in Table 5 reveal that MCBIC, with results italicised, produced classifications which most agree with classifications by Soria et al. (Soria classes) with an average value of above 0.9. KM also produced classification with a good level of agreement with an average value of above 0.8. From Table 6 , Pedrycz97 agrees slightly more with Soria classes than Li08. By comparing the performance measure of the best results in Pedrycz97 and Li08 of experiments A with 40% labelled data patterns in Figure 4 and the results in Table 6 , it reveals that Pedrycz97 can reach a better solution with less number of iterations than Li08. Despite using supervisory material from Soria's classification, Pedrycz97 at 40% of labelled data produced much lower agreement than MCBIC and KM from Table 5 . Table 7 shows classification results from experiment B. Like results in experiment A, Pedrycz97 produces higher agreement with Soria classes than Li08. A comparison between Tables 6 and 7 show that using supervision material obtained from the consensus results of MCBIC and KM could also produce classification with agreement values near those using supervision material from Soria classes. At 30% of labelled data, results from experiment B are better than A for both Pedrycz97 and Li08. Figure 4: Performance measure of Pedrycz97 and Li08 with 40% labelled data in Experiment A. Table 8 shows classification results from experiment C using 40% of labelled data. Once again, we observed a similar trend where Pedrycz97 produced slightly higher agreement than Li08. Using KKZ for initialisation, it was found to produced the highest agreement values compared to the other initialisation techniques. When comparing results between experiments B and C, it was found that results from using KKZ are better than those from not using initialisation techniques for both ssFCMs. For Li08, using five out the six initialisation techniques shows improved classification results, even in comparison with results in experiment A. For Pedrycz97, no improvement was found apart from using KKZ. This indicates that the use of initialisation techniques is more effective on Li08 than Pedrycz97. For Pedrycz97, the best classification is still from using supervisory material of Soria classes.
In Figure 5 , classifications results by MCBIC, HC, FCM and KM and the best classification results from ssFCM with 40% labelled data in experiment A are presented. Visual comparisons are made between this figure and Figure  3(b) . MCBIC, Pedrycz97 and Li08 are able to identify the six classes in the correct locations. HC was not able to distinguish between class 1 and class 6, and between class 4 and class 5. FCM was not able to tell apart two classes in what it has identified as class 4. Unlike FCM, however, ssFCM with 40% labelled data is able to distinguish between all classes. While KM was able to classify class 1, 2, 3 and 6, class 4 and 5 highly overlap each other. Visual representations of results from experiment B and C are close to those in Figure  5 (e) and 5(f) and thus, are not presented in this paper.
Discussion
Results from experiments A, B and C show that Pedrycz97 using supervision from classification by Soria et al. produced the highest agreement with a κ value of 0.639±0.057 at 40% of labelled data. But, this is not considered a very good result in comparison with manually labelled clustering results from MCBIC and KM with κ values of 0.947 and 0.817 respectively. We are unsure of the reasons behind the lower agreement by the ssFCMs, especially when supervision materials are received from Soria classes. We suspect that the non-normallydistributed nature in all the features of the dataset may have attributed to this. It is also possible that the Fuzzy Mahalanobis distance metric in ssFCM may not be suitable to represent the similarity in this dataset. Further investigation such as using ssFCM with different distance metrics or learning parameter values will be conducted to find out their effect in the classification results for this dataset. From the calculation of cluster centres and membership updates, there appears to be more dependence on the labelled data in Li08 than Pedrycz97. Pedrycz97, on the contrary, allows unlabelled data to help determine cluster centre and labelled data to undergo unsupervised and supervised learning. The unsupervised learning of labelled data, viewed as a redundant process, may help reveal additional hidden information within the dataset, not provided by the labels. This may explain Pedrycz97 slight superiority in the results in all three experiments.
No improvement was found in using initialisation technique in Pedrycz97, apart from using KKZ. Li08 showed improved results using five out of the six initialisation technique in comparison with Li08 without initialisation technique. This indicate that Li08 is more sensitive to the initialisation, thus allows initialisation techniques to be more effective in Li08 than Pedrycz97. Despite the improved results using initialisation techniques in Li08, Pedrycz97 produced better classification results for this dataset. (f) Li08 in experiment A using 40% labelled data Figure 5 : Results from using MCBIC, HC, FCM and KM and ssFCM.
Interestingly, MCBIC with manual classification via visual inspection is able to closely reproduce Soria's classification. This not only confirms the correctness of the six classes previously found, it is one single clustering algorithm that is able to do this though not automatically. KM with manual classification also produced classification with moderately high agreement with Soria's classification. These findings motivate further investigation in ssFCM.
Unlike FCM (with completely no supervision), FCM with some supervision (that is, ssFCM) is able to distinguish between the six classes. Although agreement with Soria's classes for ssFCM is considered low, it achieves higher agreement than FCM. This is promising for a preliminary study.
We also see promise in further investigation of ssFCM for classifying NTBC based on results obtained from Experiments B and C. The supervision in these experiments are from combining agreeing results from clustering algorithms, not from Soria's classification. These results show agreement in κ values of above 0.6, not too different from those of Experiment A. This further supports our earlier deduction that the problem may lie in the way we use ssFCM , such as in the choice of distance metric or learning parameters (as observed in results comparison between Experiment A, MCBIC and KM), rather than on model correctness.
Conclusion
We conducted three experiments with varying approaches of initialisation and supervision to classify the Nottingham Tenovus Breast Cancer dataset using ssFCM. The results are compared based on the degree of agreement with classifications by Soria et al. These results are also compared with those using unsupervised clustering techniques, which we manually assign labels using visual inspection. Pedrycz97 could identify the six classes but the degree of agreement is much lower than MCBIC and KM. Despite the low agreement, we consider the results promising and will further investigate using different distance metrics and learning parameter values to find out if the results can be improved.
Furthermore, the high agreement from MCBIC and KM with Soria's classification establishes stability in Soria's classification, which suggest that the lower agreement may be a result of the way we use ssFCM, rather than model correctness. This is also supported by the competitive results from Experiments A, B and C, as discussed. As this is a preliminary study, future investigation in ssFCM is required.
